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Woods Hola Ooeanographio Institution
Woods Hole J Massaohuset ts
January 22, 1951
-
, Mr. Charles H.. Duryea, Supervisor
Town of Islip
New York
¿,'
Dear Sir:
I take pleasure in submitti.ng herev.J th a Report on
a Survey of the Hydrography of Great South Bay made
during the swnr of 1950 for the Town of Islip. You
are, of' course t well aware of the 0 iroumtanoea relative
to the oyster industry Vn1ioh have led to this investigationa
It may be appropriate in this place to explain why the
Woods Hole Oceanographio Institution has been interested inoooperating in thisstudYQ .
The Woods Hole Ooeanographic Institution is a privately
endowed 
i, non-profit oorporation engaged in the solentif:lo
study of the sea in all its aspeots~ The greater part of
the Institution's work 18 ca1~rled out on thah1gh saas and
includes the study of currants and waves, the Chemistry of
ooean water, the life of the sea e the geology of the ocean
basins, and the influenoe of the ooean on the weather.
Huon of this work is now being done in the interests of tha
United States Na.vy and other Governmenta.l agenoi.ea$ In"the
'New York area the Woods Hole Ooeanographio Inet! tution has
reoently completed studies of the circulation of Raritan
Bay in connection with the location of the outfall of a
proposed trunk sewer to serve the Raritan River Valley. It
has been engaged for some years in examining the problems
a.rising from the ò.isposal of waBt(~ ma.terials at sea oft
New York Harbor. It is also conducting investigations of
the shellf1.sheri.as for the Co:m:monwee.lth ot Massaohusetts.
At the present time li we are very r:uoh in'terested in
the oonditions pertaining to the tidal bays and estuaries
along the coaait and are attempting to learn more of the ,
way-s in whioh these oonõ.it:ton,l'J af:t:'eot the use and enjoyment
ot sucÌl viritGI.s by coast,al cO!Dau.!JJ..t1.es.. When cor1ditioiw
ohage from unknmni oauses or when changes threaten to occur
as the result of proposed engineering works, it is most
desirable to have an unbiased soientifio estimate of the
situation in order. that t,he l'sspo,nsible public officials may
be able to arrive at cor~eot. deu isiuns. Our desire is to
increase the background of sciarrti:~lo fact on whioh such
esti.matas e.nd deci::iio.m.~ must rest.. This Ot;\n be done onlyby the oareful stud;! of such situationa as novi exist in
G~eu t South Bay ~
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Mr. Charles II. Duryea Jan~ary 22, 1951
~
In submitting the present report, I should pOint out
tha t a number of quae t ions have been revealed which were
not anticipated vùien the field work wus in progress.
These questions require special study before the investi-
gation can be oonsidered to be oomplete. The present
report is oonsequently provisional in that it sumarizes
the progress to date and indioates questions whioh appear
to warrant further examination..
Re: pec tfully ~bm1 ~ted .
Qp.N_.AkJIo~~--J~-( "
Ali4ed C. Redf1&
Associate Direotor
Woods Hole Ooeanographic Institution
ACRI jmb
Woods Hole J r~.S a ~
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IQ ABSTRACT
Between July 25 and August 7 j 1950 $ the Woods Hole'
Oceanogre,phic Institution oonducted a survey ot Great
South Bayo The purpose ot this study was to attempt to
determine the oause. of the ali:wst complete cessation of
the once prosperous oyster industrYQ Statistics show
that the seed oyster production of the bay deolined
steadily for. ten. years pr.ior to 19.35 and has subsequ.entlybeen negligible0 The yield of market ofsters f'ell trom a
m.1mum of 350lOOO bushels in 1929 to 60,000 in 1944 and
1s no'w non-existent..
Systamatic reoords kept by the oyster oompanies ~
notably Bluepoints and Van der Borgh and Sons, provi.d.e
strong evidence that the failure of oysters to fatten and
grow properly is assoc iated with the periodio occurrence
in the bay of luxiant "blooms" of mic.roscopio plants
which. they have named "small form" because ot their
minute size and difficulty o~ ldentiflcatlon~ This view
is supported by experiments conducted by 'V.. Lg. I,oosanott
ànd J- ~ B~ Engle of the U 0 S., Fish ancl Wildlife Servioe who
report. that oysters stop feeding in the presenoe of heavy
conoentrations çf algae Ð
The prOblem whioh the investigators were asked to
examine was whether evidence could be found that the oir-
culation of water in Great South Bay has altered in such
a way as to aocount for the failure of the oyster industry
or whether abnormal chemioal conditions arising from
pollution or otherwise might provide an alternate or supple-
mentary expll1nat:ton of the dif'fh~ulty.. The frequent öhanges
in the inlets outting the beach and particularly the apparent
restriction of Fire Island J~let and the new opening ot
Moriohes Inlet in 1931 suggest that changes in the circulation
of ivater have taken place and have led to various proposals
for modifying or supplementing these openliigs e On the other
hand. the duck fa.rma EÙOllß the tr1.butaries or Bellport and
Moriohes Bays have ;l,nc,reased, produJ)'l;ion substantially during
the past twenty ye~rs and it has been suspected that pollution
resulting :from these fa¡.:~ mas/" have p!"oY:Lded conditions
favorable .to 'bhe p.:towth of' the small f'(írm and have thus been
:responsible for tEe fa.:.1i.:ro of plan:t:tl1.gs of market oysters G
liD, exa.Üiat iC":ii:. of reüci:rds In;;pt liy the CCH:iSt and GeodeticSurv'ey indicate that i,he tidal r;i.l'lju.la.t:ton of the bay has
been reduced ovez' thE'! S'tH:U'S., 'rho clw.nge ocouri"'ed prior 'to
1930 (C..UJ,¿l thus pr60GcIEld the decl:i.l1if) 1..u o~rf:iije:r production",
¡rhe results ofu, Si.ll"'YÔY of. t.hG salin:tGY a:nd 'G:hlal movement
::
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made in 1907-08 for the New York City Water Supply Board,
when compared with information obtained last sumer,
indicate that the change in conditions has been small
except in the eastern extremity of the bay. There ~ most
important alteration has taken place. iVhereas in 1908
Bellport Bay was relatively fresh, having only 1/3 the
salinity of sea water, it now oontains about twice as much
salt as' formerly. This ohange undoubtedly results from
the opening of Moriches Inlet which permits salt water to
flow with the rising tide into Bellport Bay tro~ Moriches
Bay and inlet6
The opinion is widely held that rela.tively brackish
water is favorable to the production of seed oysters. It
is believed, consequently, that the opening ot Moriches
Inlet may be responsible tor the failure ot the seed oyster
industry whioh was formerly centered in Bellport Bay. How-
ever, in the greater part of Great South Bay, where formerly
market oysters were planted, the change in oirculation does
not appear to be sufficient to account for the failure of
oysters to fatten properly.
The results of the chemioal studies indicate that the
bay wdter is unusually rioh in the produots of deoomposing
organic matter. These materials appear to originate in the
tributaries of Moriches Bay and the Carmns River from where
they are oarried westward -across Great South Bay and provide
nutriment for the growth of the great population of micro-
soopio plants. These observations point strongly to the
duok farms as the source of abnorml oonditions in the bayo
The survey has thus revealed two conditions which in
oombination appear to be responsible for the unfavorable
conditions affecting the oyster industryo One is the
pOllution of the bay by wastes from the duck far~s which
provides nourls1unent for the great population of mioroscopic
plants, which appear eaoh swmner; the other is the looal
change in oiroulation occasioned by the opening of MorichesInlet which has increased the salin! ty of Bellport Bay. In
oonsidering remedial meas~es both these conditions should
be taken into account.
Since the state of pollution depends on the balance
between the rate at which pollutants are added and their
removal by the circulation ot water, the conditions might
be improved by enlarging the inlets or cutting hew openings
designed to increase the flushing ot the bay. To be
effeotive these engineering works would be prohibitively.
expensive and their effectiveness and permaence would be
uncertain~ In addit1on~ they would not restore the low
salinity of the eastern end of Great South Bay which appears
to favor seed oyster produotions
- iii -
A second alternative is to reduce the pOllution at its
souroeby preventing the wastes from the duck farms from
reaohing the \vater. The manure might become a valuable- by-
produot of the farm if prooedures were developed for using
it- for fertilizer. Even it suohprocedures did not yield
a profit, they might at least pay the costs of preventing
pollution. While this expedient might be expected to improve
the conditions in the bay as a v¡hole and thus might lead to
a restoration of market oyster production, it would not
restore the low salinity of Bellport Bay, on which the seed
oyster production supposedly depended, unless Moriches Inlet
were to be permently closed. It this were done, the con-
di tiona in Great South Bay might be expected to be restored
to very nearly those Obtaining prior to 1930.
A third alternative, which has much to commend it, is
to prevent the exchange of water between Great South Bay
and Moriches Bay. It ,this were accomplished the wastes from
most of the duck farms would be prevented from reaching
Great south Bay. In addition, the waters of Bellport Bay
might be expected to become much fresher and the conditions
would favor the restoration of seed oyster production in
ihat area. Inasmuch as it is now proposed to bridge the
narrovm at Smith Point to provide a roadway to Great 'South
Beach, it is sugGested that at reasonable additional expense
the opening might be filled completely except for a lock for
the passage of boats along the intercoastal waterway 0 Suoh
construction would eliminate, or place under control, the
movement of water between the bays and should lead toward a
restoration of the oondi tiona required for the production
ot both ~rket and seed oysters. While this method of
improving the conditions, appears to be the most practical one,
it should be realized that it would require either the main-
tenanoe of Moriches Inlet as an effective opening or the
correotion of the pollution of Moriohes Bay, since otherwise
the isolation of Moriches Bay from the ooean would lead tointolerable oonditionso '
/
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II. INRODUCTION
During the past twenty years, there has been a oon-
tinuous deoline in the produotivity of the shellfish
industry of Great South Bay, oooasioned by the failUre ot
seed oysters to set and of oysters planted tor "marketing"
to develop properly. The present stUdy was undertaken at
the initiation of the Long Island Fishermen's Association
with the objeot ot determining whether any condi tiona or
changes in condition of the waters of the bay oould be
demonstrated which might account for the failure of the
oysters to reproduoe i gi:ow and "fatten" properly.. . It was
the hope that if the cause of the present conditions could
be found, remedial measures wouL.d be indicated..
Two obvioús possibilities have been suggested a~ the
souroe of the changed conditions in Great South Bay~ One
is the effeot of ohanges in the openings in the beaoh on
the circulation of water in the bay; the other 1s pollution
due to the duok farms which have beoome establiàhed along
tributaries to the bayo Other P9ssible ohanges resultingfrom hum aotivities along the shores should also be C on-
sidered.
The inlets show a history of continuòus ohan~e. Fire
Island Inle t is said to have been opened in 1690 (4). In
1851 Fire Island Light stood 0.6 miles from the western tip
of Great South Beaoh. Since that time, the point has grown
westward steadily for a distance of three and one-halt'
miles until 1941 when its growth was arrested by the oon-
struction of the breakwater. The result has been the
lengthening and narrowing of the channel, as shown in'
Figural. The flow through Fire Island Inlet, measured in
1907 by Whipple (10) was 1900 million cubic feet per tide.
This is equàl to about one-ninth the low tide volume of the
bay.
An opening oppos ita Bellport is shown in charts printed
in 1797 and in 1829. It was closed about 1834 (4) G The
sea breached this poin'G during the hurricane of 1938 but
the opening did not pel's is t ~ '
Moriohes Inlet was open in 1797 but vr~s closed by 1829.
It was opened by a storm on March 1, 1931 and has since
remained open though its persistence is in doubt. Estima:tes
made in 1939 indicated a flow of 1,000 million oubic feet
per tide which hus become redu.ced to 40 - 60 million cubic
feet per tide in 1950 (6) 0
An openinc into Shinnecock Bay existed prior to 1888.
The present Shinnecock J~let was opened on September 21 J
19)8. Measurements the following year indicated a flow of
¡
'0
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400 - 500 million .cubic teet per tide.
Openings have also cut across Oak Island Beaoh for
short' periods from time to time.
These changes indicate that in reoent years the access
. of the sea to Great South Bay is being reduoed while the
new openings into the eastern bays ~ which originally drained
into Great South Bay J now have direot aooess to the sea.
Fortunately, an extensive survey of the hydrography of Great
South Bay was made in 1907-08 by Whipple (10). The report
on this survey supplies an excellent reference from which to
judge changes in present day conditions.
Changes in the population living along the shores of
the bay and in the use to which the land is put should also
be examined for their possible effect on the state of thebay's water. The population of the TovJns of Babylon, Islip
and Brookhaven has inoreased as follows ( 6 ) :
1910 44,113
1920 53,871
1930 80,776
1940 - 107,596
1950 .. 159,13Ö
The prese~t sumer population 1s estimted at 272,000.
The region has not became heavily industrialized and
no evidence of substantial industrial pollution has been
reported to us. Limited areas near the principal coastal
toWllS are closed to shellfishing because of domestic
pollution, but in general such pollution is not extensiveo
The oharacter of the agrioultural use of the land has not
changed greatly' and there does not appear to be any
deflection at ground water trom the watershed into othèr
regions .
The only unusual situation along the shore, whioh may
be involved in the pollu tlon of the bny are the duck farms.
The numbers of' duoks raised eaoh y'sar have increa.sed sub-
. stantially durinß the pe.st twenty years. The í'armsare
situated on Carmans River and the tributaries of Moriohes
Bay and it is evident that the waters of these stream are
heavily ,contaminated by the excrement of the duckso
In the bay itself the most impressive evidence of
ohange is given by the statistics of the oyster industry
supplied by the Conservation Department of the State
of New York. Figw:'o 2 sheiN's that the value of the
-1
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seed oysters produced in the bay declined steadily for ten
years prior to 1935 and has subsequently been negligible.
The yield of market oysters, shown in Figure 3, fell from a
maximum of 350,000 bushels in 1929 to 60,000 in 1944 and is
now non-existent~ In the culture of market oysters, stock
is usually imported from Long Island Sound and placed in
Great South Bay to mature.. The failure of the crop of market
oysters is due to the failure of the oys.ters to grow and
"fatten" properly after they are placed in the beds.
Other changes in the fauna and flora of the bay appear
to be related to the circumtances affecting the oyster
industry. Thus, the hard-shelled clam, Venus llerçenaria,
1s no longer taken in its former abundanoe and good coñãition.
Conversely, other organisms appear to thrive under the
present environment, notably the tube worm,H~droides
hexa~onus, which form an unusually heavy incrustation on
oysters shells and other submerged objeots.
The most noticeable abnormality, however, is the excep-
tionally heavy growth of mioroscopic plant oells, which
develop. each sumr. This organism is locally known as. the
"small forms" and is a green algae resembling a Chlorella.
These are single oells 2 to 4 miorons in size which sometimes
oocur 1n numbeæ of 3 million per cubio oentimeter (2).
They give the water an unusual yellmvish color and cause
suoh turbidity that a white disc 6 inches aoross cannot be
Seen at a depth or two feet. According to records supplied
by JAr. Joseph B. Glancy of the Bluepoints Company, this
grcw~th usually appears in June _ In some years the srr~ii
forms disappear by the end of September; in others they may
persist through Decembero
The study undertaken by the Woods HoleOceanographio
Institution during the sumer of 1950 was directed primarily
atdeter.lning the oonditions of oiroulation in Great South
Bay. The distribution of. salinity was examined thoroughly
as a basis tor oomparison with Whipplets data obtained in
1907~OS. Measi~ements of the tidal exchange thl'ough Fire
Island Inlet and in the narrows oft Smith Point were made.
The tidal currents in Val:i.ous par'l:s of the bay were measured.
Accessory chemical observations were taken in the course or
this work inoludi.ng ID.ea.suz'ements of oxygene phosphate,
nitrate l amonia, and pH; measurements which are of value
as indioators of pollution.
The field party from the Woods Hole Ooeanographic Insti-
tution was led by Dr . John C. Ayers who was assisted by Yæ.
Dean F. Bumpus and Mr.. Uathaniel Corwin, hydrographers, and
Dr. Francis it", HiOliarda, llf.. George Crompton III and Hiss
dean Keen, ohemists.. Their work wáS greatly facilitated by
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additional observers made available by the Nevi York state
Department of Conservation, the Superintendent of Highways
of Suffolk County, the, Bluepoints Company, and G. Van der
Borgh and Son. Mr. Ifurry T. Tuthill and Mr.. Samuel B. Cross
of the Department of High\vays, lJf.. Alfred Tucker of the
State Conservation Department, Næ. Joseph B. Glanoy of the
Bluepoints Oompany and the l.iessrs. Van del' Borgh have been
indispensable in supplying various recorded information
bearing on the problem of Great South Bay. 'We also wish to
acknowledge the assistance by the U. S. Coast and GeodeticSurey through their provision of a complete series of
hydrographic charts of the region covering the period from
1844 to the present and the aid of Mrs 0 Ma~1eii Small of
Bellport for p~oviding historical informtion.
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III. TH HmROGRAHY OF GREAT, SOUT' BAY
Great South BaY' is typical of the many embayments
to~d behind barrier beaches along the Atlantic ooast
south of Cape Cod. The bay is about 2; miles in length
and varies in width tro~ 1~5 to 5 miles. Its area is
90 square miles and its average depth at low water is
4.25 feet" The deeper parts of the bay do not exceed 13
feet in depth exoept in the narrowe~ ohannels near the
inlet, where depths up to 25 feet oocur. Because' ot the
restricted range of tide, a relatively small area bares
at low water.
Figura 4. is a chart of the bay on which the plaoe
nams used in this report are show.
Fire Island Inlet is the only direot oonneotion bet-
ween Great South Bay and the ooean. To the wast, the bay
conneots with the Atlantl0 through shallow chanels leading
into South Oyster Bay and thence through Jones Inlet. To
the east, a narrow but relatively deep ohanel leads past
Smith Point through Narrow Bay to Moriches Bay where further
acoess to the sea is had through Moriches Inet ,andlass
directly through Shinnecook Inlet and Canal.
Tidal Circulation. The circulation of ymter in the bay
1s occasioned pr1mrily by tidal ourrents. Beoause of' the
bay'S extent and restrioted depth, the wind has a great
etfect on the tidal movement of the w"d.ters of the bay and
may produoe irregularities in their behavior. The ocean
tide has a mean range of 4.1 feet at Fire Island Breakviater.
Beoause of the small size of Fire Island Inlet, the tidal
viave is damped as it enters the bay. The range ot tide 1s
reduced consequently to less than 1 foot within the bay.
The passage of the tidal wave is delayed by th~ narro~vness
of the opening and the shallowness at the bay. As a result
high water occurs progressively later ut points more remote
tram the inlet. It actually takes the tidal wave about 4.
hours to pass from. Fire Island Iii1et to Bellport Bay ~
The time ot high water relative to Sandy Hook and the
mean range of tide. based on the predictions of the U. So
Coast and Geodetic Survey (8) and supplemented by our present
observations, are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The cotidal
lines in the former figure represent suooessive positions
of the orest of the tidal wave as it advanoes into the bay.
The tidal ourrent due to the flow of water into and out
of the bay are strong in the restricted passage of the inlet
where maimum véloclties of 3 knots ocour. Within the bay J
the velooities are smalla In general the movement has an
east-west direotion paralleling the shores and results in a
drift ot about 1.7 miles in the course of each tide with
maximum velocities of less than 005 knots. Floating dye
Q
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markers placed in a number of positions along the bay
have been traced, throughout a complete tidal cycle. Those
in the eastern part of the bay were found to take a some-
what elliptical course--moving eastward during the flood
tide, tendinßto turn northw8~d as slack water approached,
then atter assuming a westerly course during the ebb,
tending southward as the slack terminated the ebb. This
indica tea thu t the water in the bay has a s amewha t rota tory
motion.
. The course traced by the dye markers in various parts of
the bay and the net movement of the ~va ter on the flood and
ebb are shown in Figure 7.
Although the tidal wave takes some t~e in traversing
the length of the bay, as shown by the delay in time of high
water, slack \vuter ocóurs at nearly the same time in all
parts of the enclosure. At the inlet, the tidal wave has
the character of a progressive wave i in which slack water
occurs near half tide when the level within the bay and with-
out is the same. l~xtmum flood and ebb ourrants occur at
about the time of high or low water in the ocean--when the
difference in lev.els within and without is greatest. At the
head of the bay at Bellport, in contrast, the advance of the
tidal wave is stopped by the land. The water oontinues to
rise as long as the flood continues and slack water occurs
near the time of high water. At intermediate positions,intermediate conditions obtain.
Tables I and II record the principal data for points
within Great South Bay.
~lation .2 Hor.t.ti~s ~;i and ~ .9ister Bal to Q.eat
south ~~. ~ince Great Sou h B' connects with o\ith eyer
Bäy an ,~orlches Bay t the relation of the tides in these
embayments to that in Great South Bay is of importance.
Beoause the tide r:tses aliost simultaneously along the outer
shore of Long Island, the tide tends to flood and ebb through
the several inlets at about the same time. If the adjoining
bays were of the same size and shape, the tidal movement from
each would maet in the cO!lšecting passages and little exchange
between the bays would result.. ll.ctually, however, the bays
are of very diff'erent size and some, exchange through the
connecting passages is to be expeoted. The conditions in
relation to South Oyster Bay have not been exwnined but the
connection with Moriches Bay has been studied in same detail.
It appears that because of the delay in the passages of the
tidal wave up Graat South Bay, the tide rises earlier at the
eastern end of Nai'row Bay than it does in Bellport Bay 0 The
result is that the current flows westward past Smith Point
during the period of flood tide, introduoing a oonsiderable
volume of water from Moriches Bay into Bellport Bay. This
situation proves to be of great interest in connection with
the present problem and will be disoussed in detail belowo
* From da.ta collected by VVIIOI 25 July to 4 August 1950
V\
TABLE II
Tim ot Maxum Flood Relative to High Water at Sandy Hook and
Average Flood Velocity in Gleat South Bay and Tributary Bays
fro C. & G. S.. Current Tables tor 1950 and WHOI Observations in 19sc~'
Ti of Average
Lat.-l.. !:~ .! .. Uaxum Flood V aloei ty- L 11 Wi.h 1I knots
J ones Inlet 40°.35' 73 °34' -1 .47 2.9
Fire Island Inet l
near Oa Beach 40 °38' 73 °18 , .. 02 2..3
, Fire Islad Inet,
near Oa Beaclt 40 °38 l 73 °18' -0 .37* 2.4*
Fire Island Inlet l
near Democra.t pt.. 40°38 i 73 °17' -1 07 2.3
Off' Conklin Point,
73016 ,Grea.t South Bay 40°40' -0 36* o .3l.-
Oft' Chapli Creek ~
Great South Ba 40°41' 73 °12' -0 28* 0.. 26*
ort Nicoll Bay,
73007 lGrea.t South Bay 40°42' ..0 13i~ 0.36*
Oft Patchogu l
0..28*Great SoUth Bay 40°43' 73001 ' +0 07*
Oft Howell Point,
Great South Bay 40 °44' 72°57' +0 .321¡. O.~~
Smith Point,
NaroW' Bay 40°44' 72 (. 52 l +0 05!:-t 0..6.¡¡. t
Moriches Inlet 40°469 72°4JJ,' -107 1..3
Ponquog Bridge,
~hinneêock Bay 40°51 ~ 72°30' -007 0.7
Shiecock Inlet 40051 l 72 °29 ' -107 2..4
Several measurements in Moriches Ek~y yielded veloe it ies of less
than O..lkt..*
t Variable, dependent, on strength and direction of wind.
\ '"
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Therela tion of South Oyster Bay to Great South -Bay
has not been studied in detail. The salinity of the water
in the western part of Great South Bay is higher than that
found elsewhere (see Figures 9 and 10). The current measure-
ment made between Conklin Point and Captree Island showed
that the water there drifted eastward during the period of
flood tide. These observations suggest that relations
stmar to those found in Moriches Bay may exist and that
there may be an important movement of water tr~ South
Oyster Bay into Great South Bay with flood tideo
, Fresh Water Exch~e. As the result of a balanoe bet-
ween the rate at \vhich ~esh water 1s entering the bay,
following preoipitation as rainfall, and its 'removal through
tldai aotion, the sea water in the bay is substantially
diluted with fresh \vater. An estimte of the factors oon-
tributing to this balance is important since they reveal the
rate at which the bay water is replaoed by the tidal circu-
lation and indioate on what oonditions the salinity of the
v18ter depends.
Three sources of information on the quantity of water
entering or leaving the bay are available. These are (1)
the rainall of the drainage area of the bay, (2) the gaged
flow of the tributary rivers, and (3) the net movement of
salt water, through the inlets by tidal exohanga~
The average rai.nfall for the region is 43094inohes per
year. The rainfall during the three months imediately pre..
ceding the survey Was (6):
May
;Tuna .
July
Mean
4.92 inches
2.98 nj..8 n
):15 inches per month or 45 inches per year
We may apply the 1a tter value of 45 inches per year to the
area of the watershed with assurance that it represents
nearly average oondi'tions of rainfall.. We obtain:
Drainage bas in
Great South Bay
Total
252
90
34.2
Total Preoipitation
million cubic feet per day
75.6
2700
102.6
Area
square miles
River flow data for the major tributaries of the bay
for July 1950 has been supplied by the Highway Department
and is given in Table III together with the watershed area
of eaoh$ From the total discharge and total ~reag ~ it
appears that the river disoharge per day is 000553 million
\~
TABlE, III
Gáed flOW ot tributaries 01. Great South Ba.y - July 1950
Drainage Area Flow
River 5guae mies ~ll~n . cubtc teet, per da
Camas River 71..0 1.676
, Swan River 8.8 1.020
Patchogu River 1,3..5 1.5Zl
Connetquot River 24.0 2.780
Penataquit Creek" 5.0 0.,364
Samawam Creek 23.0 0..468
Santapogue River 7.0 0.265
Carlls River 35~ 1.880
Total 187.3 9.980
Meant10w per square mile.. 0..05.33 million cubic feet per day
)
\ ~
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oubio feet per square mile of wate!'shedo Applying these
figures to the total drainage basin (252 square miles) j
the estimated flow to the bay is 1309 million oubic feat
per day (I
, ~idal P;xop.anß.(I The exohange of water through Fire
Island Inlet and past Smith Point was examined by making
a series of ourrent measurements at several stations across
the channels during oomplete periods of flood or ebb tideÐ
The measurements at Smith Point were made with ourrent poles
floating in the upper four feet of water and those at Fire
Island Inlet 1.n the upper twelve feet of water.. These
measurements were multiplied by 3/4 to oorrect for the
friotional effects of the bottom and integrated to obtain
the total flow of watar through the channel. S~ples of
water were collected periodical,1y and analyzed for salinity"
From these analyses B the amount of fresh water mixed with
sea water in the sample was estimted assuming the sea water
to have had an original salinity equal to the maimum
observed during the flood.
The results of this stUdy are Stuamarlzed in Tables iv
and V",
In Fire Island Inlet approximtely 2,000 million cubio
feet flow in and out with eaoh tide. The measurements vary
from day to day but on the average the volume of ebb exceèda
the flood by 31 million oubic feet per tidsø The volume of
tresh water estimated to escape during the ebb 1s 55.,9
million' cubic feet per tide. A cons iderable portion of bay
water returns with .the flood tide and as a result 32~4
million cubio feet of fresh wuter re-e.iiters the bay. The
average net loss of wate,r from the bay was consequently 23..5
million oubic feet per tide or 47 million cubic feet per daY$
Similar measuremonts at Smith Point j Table V ~ show a
net movement of v!ater eastwarò. am.oun'ting to 19Q7 million
cubio teet per tide oarrying a net volume of freshwater of
808 million cubic feet per tide or 17~6 million cubio feet
per day out of Great Sout;h Bay toward Moriches Inlett)
The volumes of tidal f low vary cons idera bly in this
channel due to tho pilIng up of wa t~n' In Bellport Bay during
periods of westerly wind emõ. :In Narrow Bay during easterly
winds ..
No ef3 t iin.a te has been iilac1e of '0116 exchange of f .rash wa tar
betvfeen Great SonU.! 13n;y and ßou'ch Oys'tør Va.l e Neglecting
this exohange we find the total loss of fresh water from
Great South Bay by tidal exchange to be:
TABLE IV
Sui at Measuremnts of Tidal Flow at Fire Island Inlet
Ebb (W~t~ Flooc. (Eat)
'"
total fresh water total . fresh \'later
duration v~'l vglume dura.tion v~ume vglume
Date h m xl cu.£t.. xlO cu..£t. h m xl cu.£t.. XLO cu.ft..
25 Jul 640 1905 41.0 6 50 2610, 24..0
Zl Jul 6 25 20.3 76.3
28 J\t 6 .32 2040 58.6
.30 July 6 20 2020 44~1
,31 July 6 24 2060 59.6 4 58 1620 28.2
1 Aug. 4 58 1710 2.3 .3
2 Aug. 5 4B ' 200 48..0
, .3 Aug. 5 5.3 1980 25..8
4 Aug. 5 35 1870 45.2
Average ~ 2011 ~ 541 1980 .32.4
Net Ebb Flow per Tide .31 2.3.5
Net Ebb Flow' per D~ 62 47
J\\
TAB V
Sumy of Measurements of Tidal Flow at Smth Point
duration
Dat'1 h m
26 July ') 02
Zl July ') 02
28 July 6 00
29 July 7 30
.30 July 7 48
31 July 6 12
i Augo 4 50
2 Aug" 4 30
4 Augo ~
AVèrage 5 59
Ebb (!f~tJ ..._ H ,..
total fresh water
vo~ume Vglll"l1~
XLO cu..tt /1 XLO cu.ft"
,36 ø 0
63..5
121.5
121..8
88.0
12~7
22..2
41.7
37.8
36",4
17,.6
12,,4
57..9
45.9
~~ -l-"~l
76,,3 -25..8
Net EASTWAR Flow 19" 7 8..8
per Tide
Net EASTWARD Flowper'Day 39,,4 17..6
.__.rlp..dJl!~tl~
total fresh v.dter
duration vp1U1 vglume
h m xlOO cu".tt" xlO eu..t"
5 10
4 48
4 38
í.
5 15
33..5
4.100
11..6
1304
57.; 17.6
2l ~
56..6 17,,0
\
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Through Fire Island Inlet - 47.,0 million cubic f,eet per day
Pas t 8mi th Po in t - 17.6 " " tl " llTotal 64.4 fl " tt " "
This total agrees oloselywi th the value of 66 million cubic
feet per day estimted by Whippleo
In order to draw up a balance sheet for the fresh water
exchange we may make use of the following rela tiona :
,~ (1),
(2)
Rainfall - evaporation == loss by tidal exohange
Loss by tidal exchange = river flow + ground water
seepage
In maing the calculations, the rain falling on the bay
itself may be left out of acoount since in these latitudes,
40oN, rainfall and eva~oration from the sea surface are
approximately equal (7).
Loss by tidal exohàngeHi verflow
Ground water seepage
== 64.. 6
~~
- -w
"
ll
tt
tt "
ri fl
", tl
"
ll
tt
These estimates may be sunwæized as follows:
million eUefte/day
Rainfall on watershed - 75.6
Evaporation from watershed :: 11..0
Ground water seepage == 50.7River flow i: 13,,9
Loss by tidal exchange :: 64..6
1?0r cent
100
14..5
67..1
18.4
8;.;
The most striking feature of this tabulation is the
great volume of ground water seepage relative to the
river flow, a condl tion obviously related to the sandy
character of the aoj.l., Fresh water in substantial amounts
must be entering the bay along its entire northern shore
and chages in ground water level must be quite as important
in freshening the bay as are the rates of flow through the
river mouths Ii Figlire 8 a which is based on data supplied by
\ rA
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the Highway Department and the Bluepoints Company, shows
the monthly trend in rainfall at Patchogue l the f low of
the Carmns River, ground water elevation at Well S - 1809,
which is 1.5 miles northwest of Bayahore, and the salinity
of the bay water off West Sayville during the years 1945
to 1949. It 1s clear that the three latter conditions are
closely correlated.
Flushing Timeo The flushing time is the average time
during which a molecule of water introduced into a bay by
rainfall, runoff, or seepage remains in the bay. It may
be estimated from data on the quantity of fresh water in
the bay and the daily rate of movement of fresh water into
or out of the bay.
From the salinity survey, it appears that the .sea
water entering Great South Bay contained 32 parts of salt
per thousand. The salinity decreases eastwad and north-
ward from Fire Island Inlet to a miniml value of about 20
in Bellport Bay. The average value of all salinity measure-
ments taken is 26 parts per thousand. Since these measure-
mentswere distributed systematically and there is little '
vertical variation in salinity, this value may be taken to
represent the average salinity of bay water. The proportion
of fresh water in the bay is consequently
32 - 26 x 100 = 18.7%
32
The volume of the bay water is estimted to be 1,6700
million cubic feet Ð The amount of fresh water in the bay
is consequently
, lgôz xl, 6700 or 3120 million cubic feet.
Taking 65 million cubic feet as the daily movement of fresh
water into and out of the buy, iti appears that the flUShing
time is
~Q = 48. days ~ or about 96 tidal cycles.
A flushing time of 48 days indicates that on the
averaße fresh water enterine the bay remains in the bay
about seven weeks. Of oourse, much water moves out sooner
but equivalent amounts l particularly that entering tne
eastern end of the bay remains there longer. This estimate
;F\
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is importa.nt in showing that conditions within the bay are
influenoed only very slowly by \vater from the oceano
Particularly, it sho\m that there is ample time for bio-
logical events, such as the setting of shellfish larvae or
the growth of mioroorganisms, to take place undis turbed
within the bay water~
Salln-lt, ~triQ~Jon& Sallnit~.I measuremsnæ taken at
the surface, at mId-dept1i ~ and near the bottom are nearly
the same at most positions in the bay except in or near the
river mouths. See Table VIe This shows that the water is
well mixed from surfaoe to bottomo
The distribution of salinity at mid-depths 1s shown
for high tide and low tide as measured between July 25 and
August 3, 1950. See Figures 9 and io~ The general pattern
is the same at both times, though there is some shift in the
position of the lsohalines chiefly in an east-west d:il"ection
with the tide. In all parts of the bay, tho fresher vlater
is found on the north sldea The freshest water is found in
Bellport Bay and the water from there westward along the
north side of the bay inoreases only slightly in sulinity w
This distribution of salinity obviously is related to
the position of the rivers along the shoreo About 70 per
cent of the river flow enters the bay east of Nicoii Point~
There are theoretical reasons to believe that the distri-
bution of salinity also reflects an asymetry of the circu-
lation due to the effect of the earth's rotation on the tidal
movement.. It is very oommonly observed in es'tuaries that the
water is freshest on the right side II as is the case in the
eastern part of Gr.eat South Bay.. (In describing estuaries II
as in rivers;¡ the sides of the channel are described relative
to the direotion of seaward motiono) This effect is inter-
preted to mean that more water is transported landward on the
left side of the channel during flood tide and more seaward
on the right side during the ebb. The result is a somewhat
oireular drift of the water in an anticlockwise direotion
whichfa.cilitatf;ß the tlushll'gof the bay. Some evidence for
suoh a movement ~1i'e.S fou.nd .i,n the slip.tical course followed by
drifting dye markers (I~igiJ..e 7)., .
"¿'
TAB VI
Vertical Distribution of Sa:;ity and Oxgen at Various Places
in July. 1950 .
At. High Water At Low Water
Depth Salty Oxgen Depth Salty Oxgenfeet o/Of: _ % sat.. teet J 0/00 % sat.
0.7 mis SE ot, 0 26 .53 91.8 0 26.56 1~
Conklin Point 5 260 55 89.8 4 26.62 107
10 27.20 6'7..2 8 26.. 56 102
1.3 mies SS ot 0 24 ..14 101
Green Poin 6 24.24 102
12 244120 98..0
1.mie S ot Blue 0 22.45 93.4 0 22.29 72,,6
Point 6 22085 90.2 5 22..77 72.0
12 2.3.59 66,,8 10 23.17 61.8
1 mie S ot Blue 0 22063 100
Poit 5 22..57 107
10 22..59 105
0..6 mies S or o . .20..19
Howell Point 4- 20.19
8 20.25
0.5 mies S of Fire 0 20.19 95.4
Place Neck 3 20..16 95.4
6.5 20.26 97.3
In chanel at Smith 0 23..77 98..4
Point 4. 23..82 98..4
8 23..78 97..6
In Patchogue River 0 17..86 126 0 ' 10..52 '44..2
5.; 20.50 55..0 5 21.17 6502
11 20..50 40,,1 10 21.44 71,,0
In Forge River 0 19.20 149 0 12..09 8..0
2 19.29 139 2 22..16
.32..6
4 19 ò98 1.36 4 Zl..07 15.0
In Sea-tuck Cove 0 24S6 100 0 28,,06 49..5
(Moriches Bay) 2",5 26,,5l 99..7 2.5 28.17 49..5
5, 27.22 98...3 5 28 .15 . 50..5
The deepest samples were collected from within one foot of the bottom.
:i1/
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IV. . RECORDED CHAGES m FACTORS RELATED TO TH CIRCUATION
Reoords, going baok in some cases for more' than fifty
years, are available on several factors whioh are related
to the tidal circulation. They throw some light on ohanges
in circulation whióh may have accompanied the changes in
the inlets. These include records of the height of tide
and tim of high via ter at several plaoes, 'of the flow through
Fire Island Inlet, and of the salinity of the bay water. In
interpreting these records it may be assumed that, other
things being equal, any reduction in the access of the sea,
to the bay will result in a decrease of the tidal range in
the bay, greater delay in the time of high water, and a
lowering of the salinity of the bay water a
Tidal Records. Measurements of the time of high \vater
and the mean range of tide at several points in the bay have
been reoorded by the U. S 6 Coast and Geodetic Survey at. times
when they \vere engaged in survey work in the areao The pre-dioted ranges, based on these.. records are published annually
in the Tide Tables (8) from which the data presented "in
Table VII has been prepared. This table shows the predictions
for Babylan, PatChogue, and Bellport, at which places the
record is sufficiently long to be of interest. In inspecting
this table it should be noted that the repetition of the same
valuesyeur attèr year does not mean. there has been no change.,
. since the old values are carried in the tables until new
measurements show them to be no longer oorrect.
The records show that the mean range of tide has been
reduced';O per cent in 66 'years at Babylon, )0 per cent
in ;5 years at Patchogue, and 27 per cent in 60 years ùt
Bellport. The time of high l~ter i relative to the ooean
tide as reoorded at Sandy Hook, has also become later through
the years. At Babylon the interval has increased 36 ~inutesin 66 years i at Patchogue 2) minutes in 55 years, at Bellport
.' 40 minutes in 60 years II
These observations are interpreted to mean that a
restriction in the inlets has resulted in a reduction of the
amount of sea water which enters and leaves the bay during
each tidal cycle and in a delay in the passage of the tidal
wave into the bay.. The critical change appears to have
oocurred between 1916 and 1930.
The veloc i'ly and excux'sion of the tidal currents in the
bay reoorded ,by Whipple in 1907-08 may also be compared with
the measurements made durin.G the past summ.ero The recorded
velocities are shmvn in Table VIIlo While the points of
observation are not quite the same it is significant that
the average velocity was 50 per cent greater forty years ago
i~
TABLE VII
Mean Rae of Tide and Time of High Water relative too Sanct Hook
sine earliest record, from predictions of the U" S" Coast
and Geodetic Survey
Babylon Patchogue Bellport
Mea Time or Mean Tim of l!ean Timeot
Yea.r Range High Hater Range Hie.. Wa.ter Ra.geHigh Water
feet h m feet h m. feet h m
lS84 1,,2 +2 20
1890 1,,2 209 1..1
.3 OS,
1895 1..2 '217 1..0
.3 Ot 1..1 .3 21
1916 102 212 1..0
.3 00 1..1 '3 17
19.30 0,,9 212 0..7 '. 27 0..7
.3 42
1936 0.6 2 56 0.7 '3 'Z 0..8 .3 48
1950 0,,6 2 56 0.7
.3 Zl 0..8 .3 48
Chang 0..6 36 0..3 23 0..3 ' 40
sin e
.first 50% miutes 30% minutes 27% minutesprediction
I
':
TABL Vin
Average Velocity of Tidal Qurets ' at, Various points in Great South Bay
l~O~-OO !9
Off LindenhUlst 0.)1' kts
Off Babylon 0.71
Between Conklin Pt and Captree Island 0034 kts
Off Bayhore in West Chanel 0.65
arf Champlin Creek 0..26
Off Nicoll Point 0..60
Ofr Nicoll Ba 0.36
Off Blue Point 0.24
South of Patchogue 0~2S
Near Howell Point 0.35 0..2
Near W. of Carma River Q..ri
Average 0.43 0.29 '
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than today. Whipple states that the average excursion was
3.3 miles on the ebb and 2.25 ,miles on the flood. The
measurements made in 1950 indicated the average excursion
to be 107 miles. ~hus, these data also indicate a deoreasein the circulation in reoent years. .
, Flow at Fire Island Inle t. Whipple made two sets of
measUrnta of the cur:rent in Fire Island Inlet in 1907.
The estimated flows obtained were:
October 21 - 1954 million oubic teet on flood
- 1948 " " " " ebb
December 7 .. 2020 " " " " flood
.. 1640 " " tl tt ebb
Average. 1890 " " " tl per tide
The U. S. Engineers made current observations in Fire
Island Inlet between September 11 and 20, 1940. It was
estimated that the mean flo'ws were (6):
1846 million cubic feet on the flood
~" " ' " " " ebb
2126 " " "POi' tideAvèrage
, ,
These measurements are close to those obtained in July
1950 and recorded in Table IV, which yielded a mean value
of 2011 million cubic feet per tide. They afford no
indication that the exchange of water through this inlet
has changed in the last forty years 0
Salinity Qg~~es. Whipplet s report quotes some obser-
vations on the speci?io gravity of bay water o~f Blue Point
made by Bashford Dean in 1886. On converting Dean t s and
Whipple'S figures to salinities they may be compared with
the measurements made in July 1950 as follows:
~~
1886 Dean
1907-08 "'¡hipple1950 W.lI.O.I.
Sa.~ Blue Point
liGan --Range
14.2 °/00 11.. 18 0/00
22 0/00
23 0/00 22.6-23.5
This data indicates that off Blue Point there has been
an inorease in salinity at Blue Point, amounting to more
than 50 per cant in the course of sixty-foUl years" The
greatest ohange oocurred prior, to 1907 Ð
1\
11
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An excellent weekly record of the salinity at West
Sayville has been kept by t~. Glancy of the Bluepoints
Company since March 1933. Table IX shows the average
value for each year and the departure of -the yearly
average from the average for the entire 'series. It is
, clear tromthis table that there has beèn no progressive
change in the average salinity off West Sayiille during
the pas t seven teen years &
, ,'whipple made extensive surveys of the distribution
, 'of salinity in C'reat South Bay du.ring November-December
1907 and in July 1908. He noted that the salinities were
higher at the latter time, particularly in the east end
o~ the bay, although the general pattern was similar at
,both periods. In order that his results might be com-
'pared with these obtained. in July 1950, Whipple's figures
(8, Sheet 126) based on all determinat ions made during
the investigation of 1908 are reproduced in Figure llø
Whipple's Isochlors have been relabeled to show the corres-
ponding salinity valuos.
Whipple's observations differ from the present con-
ditions in two prinoipal ways: (1) the salinity was more
nearly equal on opposite sides of the bay. as shown by the
more nearly transverse slope of the isohalines, and (2)
the bay was salter at the wes tern end and verymuoh fresher
at the east~rn end. The latter difference is brought out
clearly by Figure 12 whioh shows the change in salinity
observed between 1908 and 19500
At the longitude of Nicoll Bay, thesallnity was about
the same at both periodS 0 To the west the salinity is now
somewhat (1 - 2 0/00) lower than in 1908& This change may
be due to the closing of Gilgo Inlet which was open in 1908,
or it may merely reflect seasonal variations in rainfall.
In the eas tern end of the bay the salinity is higher thanfor.erly G The differenoe increases as the ohanel into
Moriches Bay past Smith Point is approached. At S~ith
Point the salinity has increased from 12 to 23, a difference
of 11 parts per thousand. There is no doubt that this
change is related to 'the opening of Moriches Inlet, which
occurred in 19310, '
Since the change :1.n salinity in the eastern end of
Great South Bay is the most striking alteration of whioh
thére is record ,and as the exchange otwater between
MoricheS and Great South Bay will appear to be important
in connection with the findings of the next section, it
will be discussed in some detail.
vcl
TABLE II
Yearly Average Salnity of Bay Waters at West Sa.yville - 1933 to 1949
Yearly Departure Yearly Departure
Year kierage from lIan Year f:,raql from Mean- 0700 - 0/000100 o 00
1933 2,3..8 +0.5 1942 23..0 -0.3
19.3 22.7 -0.6 194.3 24,,0 +0.7'
1935 23.9 +0.6 19,44 24..0 +0.7
,1936 2207 -0..6 ,1945 23..3 0
1937 23.6 +0.3 . 1946 22.9 -0.4
1938 21.8 -1.5 1947 24.0 +0.7
1939 2.3.1 -0.2 1948 21..6 -0.7
1940 23.6 +0..3 1949 23.. 0 -0..3
1941 24.7 +1,,4
Mean-
1933-49 23.3
Exre
depat ure
of yearly
average
frai mean +1..4 - 1.5
1,~
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At the time of Whipple's survey in 1907-08 Moriches
Inlet was closed and Shinnecock Bay \vas open permnently
to the ocean only through Shinnecock Canal.. The salinity
was 10 0/00 in Moriches Bay, 18 0/00 in Shinneoook Bay
and 12 0/00 in the eastern end of Great South Bay. Fresh
water draining into Moriches Bay occupied two-thirds of
its volume. Some movement of fresh water into Shlnne'cook
Bay from Moriches Bay may have occurred~ but probably it
was small to judge from the narro\vness and length of the
ohanel and the relatively hieh salinities in the western
end of Shinnecook Bay. The greater part of the fresh water
falling on the Moriches Bay watershed must have found its
way to sea past Smith Point and through Great South Bay..
In 1907-08 high vmter ocourred at Smith Point about
3~ hours after Fire Island, as it then did at Bellport.
The ourrent at SmitllPoint turned east at about half tide
and reached maximum velocities at about high water, as
shovm In Figure 13 based on Whipple's 0 bserva tions . Thus,
the tidal wave whioh progresses eastward in Great South
Bay continued' on its oourse into Moriches Bay. The salinity
of the water flowing westward out, of Moriches Bay was nearly
2 0/00 fresher at the end of the ebb, than that flowing east-
ward with the flood tide, and thus a net transport of fresh
water from Moriohes into Great South Bay was affected.
At the present time as the result of the opening of
Moriches Inlet, the rising tide flows through Moriohes
Inlet to raise the level in Moriches Bay. It will be re-
called that the orest of high water reaohes Bellport four
hours after high water at Fire Island Breabvater. Because
of this'delay the water level rises earlier in Moriches Bay
than in Bellport Bay and the ourrent floivs westward past
Smith Point durinß. the flood. Slaok water oocurs about three
hours after high water at Sandy Hook or one hour bet ore high
water at Bellport. The time relations during the entire
tidal cyole are illustrated in Figure 13 where they may be
oompared with these obtaining in 1908.
The tide in Narrow Bay mß.Y be approximately aocounted
for if it is considerad to be due to the simple hydraulio
flow oocasioned by thE) difforence in level between the ooean
off Moriohes Inlet and the wat~r in Bellport Bay"
The average volume of water moving past Smith Point
during the flood was determined to be 56.6 million cubio
feet per tide.. Ii it is assumed that the water in Bellport
Bay rises 0.6 feet on the average the flow from Moriohes
Bay is sufficient to produoe this rise over an area of 94
million square feet or 3.8 square nautical mile,s. This is
~l'è
fe,
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about2/J the area of Bellport Bay. It is oonoluded that
the tidal waves entering Fire Island and Moriohes Inlets
meet in the wes tern part of Bellport Bay" This region may
beexpeoted to have very small tidal currents.. It is '
possible that the slight inòTease in the range of tide pre-
dicted for Bellport after 1930 (see Table VII) is attribu-
table to this meeting of the opposing tidal movements.
The salinity of the water in Moriches Bay now rangesfrom 23 to 20 0/00 depending on the stage of' tide and'
position relative to the inlet. These are higher values
than obtain in Bellport Bayo As a result of this differenoe,
and the exoess flow of water eastward during ebb tide (see
Table V)' there is a net movement of fresh water from Bellport
to Mo~iohes Bay. This movement is estimated to amount to
18.7 million cubic feet per day" It thus exoeeds the
measured river flow into Great South Bay and is equal to a
fourth of the estimated total addition of fresh water due
to rainfall on the watershed. It thus aooounts for the
inorease in the salinity of the eastern end of Great South
Bay sinoe the time of Whipple's stUdy.
sumrl" The evidenoe on the ohanges in hydrographio
oonditions uring the past years is not oompletely oonsistent
and the reooræ are fragmntary.. However i the' reoorded tidal'
observations indicate that there has been a decrease in the
,tidal' oirculation in the bay which took plaoe prior to 1930.
While the ourrent measurements in Fire Island Inlet show no
change in flow since 1907, these estimates depend on rather
elaboratecaloulations and one cannot be: sure that the results
are striotly comparable. They "also fail to take aooount of
the changes in ciroulation whioh may have followed the
olosure of Gilgo Inlete It is quite olear that the opening ot
Moriohes Inlet in 1931 has been followed by a marked ohange
in the pattern of ciroulation in the eastern end of the bay
with attendant changes in the salinity of the water. '
The decline in oyster produotion whioh became marked in
the early' thirties appears to be assooiated with the looal
changeswhioh followed the opening of Moriches Inlet rather
than with the general decline in tidal exohange which aooord-
ing to the record occurred chiefly at an earlier periOd.
j \
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V. EVIDENCE OF POLLUTION
Pollution by organic matter may be expeoted to manifest
itse:lt by'an increase in the nitrogen and phosphorous con-
tent of the water. The interpretation of the findings is
not simple since these elements when first discharged into
the water may be combined with organic matter and will not
respond to the usual tests. Deoomposition of the organic
matter releases the elements as simple inorganic molecules;
as phosphate, ~onia, nitrite, nitrate, and carbonic acid.
These inorganio materials are the natural food of marine
plants and may be absorbed by the plants as rapidly as they
are set tree. Consequently, a rather elaborute set of
meusurements must be made to obtain the correot picture ot
v/hat is going on.
The oxygen oontent of. the water and the pH are also
influenoed by the chemical and biological events which
acoompany pOllution. In the decomposition of organic matter.8
oxygen is consumed and the pH may fall due to the production
of oarbon' dioxide and other acid products. On the other
hand, the growth of plants" which is stimulated by the presenoe
of phosphate and nitrogen compoundS is aocompanied by the
liberation of oxygen and an increase in ,the pH of the water,..
Exchanges in oxygen and oarbon dioxide with the atmosphere
also take place through the surface of the water, and may
obscure the effect of pollution on these substances.. Great
care must consequently be taken in interpreting the data..
Phosphorous ~Omp9¥Rd~. The distribution of total phos-
phorous in the water 0 Great South and :Moriohes Bay is shown
in Figures 14 and 15. These measurements inoludethe phos-
phorous present as inorganic phosphates.8 and the phosphorous
oontained in living cells or in organic oompounds dissolved
in the water. T4roughout the greater part ot. Great South Bay,
the total phosphorous is present in amounts between 4 and 5
microgram atoms per liteY'o This is about three times the
quantity in the sea water entering Fire Island Inlet. Smaller
quantities are found in the western part of Great South Bay.
In Moriohes Bay, the total phosphorous is higher, being every-
where in excess of 5 microgram atoms and inoreasing markedly
in the mouths of the Forge River and Seiituok Creek and oft
Speonk River. Concentrationß in excess of 5 microgram ~toms
per liter were also found throughout Bellport Bay at low water
with greatest values at the mouth of the Curmans Rivero
These measurements point to an exoessive pollution of
Great South Bay with organio mu't'ter--the quantities of phos-
phorous found being more than twice that usually expected in
coastal embay.ents. The hi~1er concentrations' at the mouths
'0/
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of the principal t~i butarles to Bellport and Moriches Bays
'point to theaestream as the source of pollution.
The concentration of inorganic phosphate throughout
the bays is shown ,in Figures 16 and 17. It' is very clear
that the greatest concentrations occur in Moriches ~y and
its tributaries with lesser concentrations oft Carmans River
and Patchogue Creek. The lower values found throughout the
greater part of Great South Bay indicate that there much of
the phosphate has been absorbed by marine plants. At some
positions in the Forge River, the inorganic phosphorous
exceeds the values obtained for the total phosphorous. This
is due to ,difficulties in sampling and in the analysis of
phosphorous at such high concentrations.
The amount of phosphate phosphorous absorbed and bound
as particulate matter, consisting of microscopic plants,
bacteria' and detritus, is shown in Figures 18 and 19. A
similar distribut~on is obtained by the difference between
the total phosphorous and that present as inorganic phosphate,
the so-called bound phosphorous, shown in Figure 20. The'
highest values extend from Bellport to Nicoll Point. This
distribution is paralleled by the transparency of the water
shown ,in, Figure 21" These measurements all refl~ct the
nurber of microscopic plants in the water and their distri-bution.
It is noteworthy that a large amount of phosphate remains
in the water in the presence of such a "dense population of
microscopic plants. Usually such heavy growths remove the
phosphate completely from the water. It should also be ,
pointed out that there is relatively little bound phosphate
in the waters of lwriches Bay, where the total quantity of
phosphorous compounds is greatest. This fact indicates that
the 'phosphorous oompounds there ha~e not yet been absorbed
by plants and accords with the relative clarity of Moriches
Bay water. Disctwsion of these facts will be deferred until
the data on nitrogen compounds has been presented.
llttroe;ep. Com :mnds" Samles of water from many parts of
the bays ware examine for the presence of ammonia, nitrite
and nitrate.
The ammonia analyses were uniformly negative or showed
only the presence of traces. The method is sensitive to 1
microgram a tom of amonia n1 trogen por liter.
Nitrite could not be detecteõ. in most of the samples.
. A few samples from the part of the bay west of Ceda.r Island
contained about 0910 microgram atoms of nitrogen per liter
as n1 trl te . Values of this ttgni tude were als'o obtained from
the Connetquot and Ourmans Hi vers 0
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Nitrate, which is usually the Llost abundant form of
nitrogen in natural waters, \vas also absent, ,or present in
concentrations less than 0.1 miorogram atoms of nitrogen
per liter in most of the samples. Samples of sea water
entering Fire Island Inlètcontained as much as 4 inicrograi
atoms while one sample from the approach to South Oyster '
Bay contained as much as 8 microgram atoms per liter. .
Samples, from the mouths of the Carmans and Forge Rivers
also contained one or moremiorogram atoms of nitrate nitro-
gen per liter.
These observations are most surprising since the large
4uantities of phosphorous compounds present in the water
might be expected to be accompanied by even greater amounts
of nitrogen compoundS it the condit ion is due to organic
pollution. Living matter oommonly contains about 15 or 20
atoms of nitrogen for every atom of phosphorous, and the
same is usually true of sea water in which materials of bio-
logioal origin have decomposed. Consequently, the total
nitrogen in the bay water might be expected to amount to 50
or 100 miorogram atoms per -liter.
An attempt is now being made to develop a satisfaotory
method for determining the total nitrogen oontent of sea
water samples, with a view to measuring the quantities of
nitrogen present in organic combination.
Discussion .2 Phos:phoro~a. ~ Nitrogen p.istribution.
The distribution of phosphorous has poInted to the Carmans
and Forge Rivers ' and Sea tuok Creek and henoe to the duok
farms on those rivers as the probable souroe of pollution~
The relative deficiency of nitrogen in the water, as
indicated by the measurements made, finds a ready explanation
when it is considered that the duck farms are conoentrated on
the' shores of these stream and that ducks excrete nitrogen
in the form of uric acid. Uric aoid is not detected by the
methods employed in the suxyey and the expected amounts of
nitrogen may have been present in this form.
This hypothesis may acoount for the relative olarity
of the water of IJorichas Bay. Uric acid is a relatively
stable substance which probably cannot be assimilated by
plants until it has been decomposed by bacterial action to
amonia and carbon dioxide ~/ There are relatively few
bacteria in natural waters capable of performing this tran-
~ An e~'"~lm-;~~rv;:G-;;Tg;"'v; del', Borgh" Jr.
has indicated quiteoJ.early tha.t the "small formtt does
not use uric acid as an .imediate sourcè of nitrogeno
\\,
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formationQ Consequently, it is probable that in Moriohes
Bay muoh of the nitrogen is present in a form which cannot
be assimilated by plant.s a.nd oonsequently the, 'plant
populations remain limitedo On the other hand, the water
remains in Great South Bay tor a relatively long time per-
mitting baoteriaL. action to make the nitrogen of urio acid
ava.ilables
It may further be suggested that the failure of the
, plant populations in Great South Bay to exhaust the phos-
phate present in the water is dU.e to a deficienoy in nitro-
gen whioh actually limits their further growtho In support
of this view, Dro Lackey has sugl3sted that the yellow 00101'
of the bay wdter mr~y be due to ohlorosis--a charaoteristio
failure to develop norml quanti ties of Chlorophyll which
many plants show if deprived of suffioient nitrogene
The exoreta of a duck secured during the survey and fed
on the customarj" diet showed on a.nalysis a content of 3..9%
nitrogen and 2~73% phosphorous. This represents a ratio of
about 3 atoms of nitrogen to 1 of phosphorous. Green algae
normally require 15 or 20 atoms of nitrogen for each atom
of phosphoróus absorbed during growth, althoueh they can
grow when smaller proportions of nitrogen are availableø It
is evident that if the unusual tertili ty of the water is due
to pollution by duck manure, the gro~th may finally be heldin check by a shorta.ge of nitrogen.
Measurements of the total phosphorous in samples of
water collected at West Sayville during the first halt of
1950 have been supplied by the New York Conservation
Department's laboratory at Freeporto They show that~ during
the winter, the phosphorous content of the water has low
values, which inorease after lkpril first and become very high
during July (Figure 22) e This data indicates that the
pollution responsible for the abnormal phosphorous content of
the bay water is seasonal in character~ It supports the view
that the duck farms are resnonsible for the oondition since
the population of the farius'. is cO!l.monly reduced greatly during
the winter. The sin~~er' s crop of ducks begins to grow in
ApriL~
Simultaneous meaSUI'em.en:ts of the numbers of small forms
in the water -are also shown in Figux'e 22 & It may be seen
that their ntL"Ubers increase rapidly in June and JUlYß thus
paralleling the o.ccun:ilation of' phosphorous. in the watei"",
OXYtl'en Saturation.. The r;tate of the bay water with
rega.r~xYgëìIšãtüration at 'nidr-depths is sl1mV! in Figures
23 and 24" In th.e central sec/Glan of Great South Bay.. the
'. ~--'~
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oxygen saturation is highest ranging between 80 and 100 per
cent saturation. The Values are somewhat lower in the
western arm and fall marlcedly in Bellport Bay and in Moriohes
Bay at low tide.
The saturation values at different depths for a number
of positions are sho\~ in Tabla VI. In most cases, the
samples taken olose to the bottom have lower values--between
60 and 70 per oent saturation--than at the surfaoe or at
mid-depths. In the samples taken in the Forge River and in
Seatuok Cove, saturation values varying from ;0 to 15 per
. cent were observed at low tldeo
~he oxygen v~lues obtained were very variable when
, observed repeatedly at the same position. This may be due
to the rapid production of oxygen by photosynthesis by the
great population of algae present whenever oonditions of
illumination were favorable. Thus, the results would vary
with the time of day at whioh the measurements were made.
It is also probuble that beoause of the turbidity of the
\vater the light intensity i& reduced near the bottom to values
at which the plant oells are unable to oarry on photosynthesis
and that there oxygen is being consumed by the plants.
The importantoonclusion whioh r.y be drawn from the
oxygen data is that the supply of oxygen is inadequate to
keep the water fully saturated. Vfuile the values rarely fall
below 50 per oent";-whioh is frequently considered to be the
oritioal value in setting up standards for the pollution of
stream--it frequently approaches this value near the bottom.
It is not known whether suoh low values are undesirable 1'61'
the cultivation of' Shellfish.
Hl-drOgen ~otential,.i. Systematic measurements were
made 0 the pH value of the bay water at high and low tide,
(Figures 25 and 26). In the' central part of Great South Bay
and in the Forge River at high water, values as high as 8.; -
.8.7 were obtained. These values are abnormal but may be
explained as du,e to the intensive absorption of' C02 by the
great population of plant cells. In the western area of
Great South Bay, tha pH values were abnor,ally low--pH 7.6--
whiohmay point to domestic poilution in that area. ' ,
Irone Analyses were made of the iron contènt of the
water -toughout the bay $ The distribution was very irregular
ana probably points to the location of rusting wrecks, bulk-
heads p etc. Since the results oannot be interpreted usefully
in relation to the problem, they are notraported..
Discussion. The unusual quantities of phosphorous in
the water of Great South Bay and the somewhat reduced oxygen
oontent of its water, indicates that excessive organic
¡
Îr \t
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pollution is present. The source of the phosphate appears
to be theCarmans River and the tributaries of Moriches
Bay and by inference may be due to the duck farm concen-
trated along those stream~
There is evidence that the pollution. is seasonal in
charaoter, incre~sinB to abnormal amounts in, the early
sumer at about the time when the season 's crop of ducksbegins to' grow. The supposition that the condition is due
to 'the duck farms also explains the failure of the methods
e~ployed to demonstrate the expeoted quantities of nitrogen
compounds in the water, since duoks excrete nitrogen as uric
ao1d--a compound not detected by the methods employed.
The study of the circulation of Narrow Bay showed that
a substantial exohange of water takes place between Moriches
and Bellport Bay. As a result of this exchange J salt water
moves from Moriches to Bellport Bay. It may be inferred
that this exohange would also carry pollutants in the same
direction.. The tributaries ot Moriches Bay would thus con-tribute to the pollution of Great South Bay. '
The relation between the pollution and the great popu-lation of ,marine algae is obvious since great quantities of
phosphorous and nitrogen are required to produce such a
large numberot plant cells. It has been shown that in the
central part of Great South Bay where the numbers of "srnl
forms" is greatest, the amount of inorganic phosphate has
been greatly reduoed. It also appears that this popUlation
increases rapidly in early summer when larger quanti ties of
phosphorous beoome available.
It remains to be oonsidered whether the small forms are
in fact responsible for the reoent decline in the oyster pro-
duction of Great South 'Bayo There are two, points to be :rde
in this regard. First i there is evidence from 'experiments
by Loosanoff and Engle (3) that high conoentrations of marine
algae interfere with ~ie feeding of oysters. They plaoed
the oritical concentration for ohlorella at 2 million cells
pOI' cc--which concentration is freqùentiyexoeeded by the
~small forms". See ond , it appears that the small, form was
first noted in Great South Bay at about the time produotion
of market oysters began to'decline in'the early thirties.
Moreover, there a.ppears to be a cO,'li'elation between good' and
bad oyster years--as judged by the pints of meats per bushel
of oys ters and the nu.llber of small f orm.ei in the wa teI'. This
relation is shown in Figure 27 vùiioh is based on records
supplied by IÆr. Joseph B. Glanoy.
In sumry, the evidence appears to be substantial,
though circQmstantiul, that the failure of oyster production
,) '.'1
?
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in Great South Bay is due to pollution from the duok farms
along the tributaries of Bellport and Moriohes Bays.
~
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VIo REJI LiL MEASURES
The facts which have been brought to light by the survey
of Great South Bay and by accessory inormation secure'd dur-
ing its progress indicate that the present unsatisfactory
condition of the bay tor the production of market oysters ,is
the result of exoessive pollution by organic matter. The
state of pollution depends, of course, on the balance between
the rate at which pollutants are added and their removal by
the circula tion of via tel'.. This balance may be altered by
changes in either of these factors.
While there is evidence that changes in the inlets have
restricted the exchange of bayvmter with the ooean somewhat,
these changes seem to have occurred prior to the decline of
the market oyster industry. There appears to be no reason
why the bay should not again become a favorable environment
for the growth of oysters, if the effects of the excess! ve
pollution could be removed. The salinity over the greater
part of the oyster beds has not, changed notably and the tidal
currents are sufficient to l~eep the water from stagnatingo
Since the water remains in the bay nearly two months on the
average, it is prObable that exchanges with the ocean have
little effect on its oxygen oontent. In such û shallow bay,
suffioient oxygen should be absorbed from the atmosphere under
the influence of stirring by tide and wind to keep the water
adequately oxygenated l if the excessive grot~h of microscopiclife, due to orgànic pollution, were kept in check. '
These remarks apply to the produotion of market oysters
which were planted until recently along the entire length of
the bay. The production of seed oysters occurred chiefly in
the eastern end of the bay where formerly the water was very
muoh fresher~ The opinion is \videly held that relatively
brackish vmter is favorable to the production of seed oysters j
in contrast to the growth and fattening of market oysterso
We have seen tha tthe salinity of Bellport Bay increased
markedly following the opening of Horichas Inlet and this
factor might have resu~ted in the failure of seed oyster pro-
duction even in the absence of pollution.
Returning to the more general problemk it, would seem
more effeotive. and economical to attem.pt to reduce the
pollution, rather than to compensate for its excess by en-
larging the openings in the beaohos. To obtain the desired
results l it would probably be i:ecessaryto increase the
exchange of water with the ooean two or three t !mes a The
requisite ohannels and jetties would be prohibitively
expensive and their effectiveness an,d permnence- would be un-
certaino In addi'i,ion, they would not restóre the circulatory
condl tiona and the low salinity in the eastern end of Great
South Bay which formerly appeared to favor seed oyster pro-
duotiono
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Since there is no evidence t~at the pollutlpn is dqe
to excessive contamination by domestic sewage, it appears
that the situation would be corrected if the manure from
the duck farm could be prevented from reaChing the water
of the bays. A recent study by the New York State Con-
servation Department (1) has considered the hazard of bacterial
contamination of adjoinlngvJaters by the duck farms along the
Peoonic River and has desoribed a method by which such con-
tamination may be eliminated. The method proposed wquld not
solve. the present prOblem. if the mineral content of the manure,
ultimately reached the water and became available to stimulate
the excessive growth of marine algae. Any prooedure which
kept the excretions out of the water altogether would, how-ever,
eliminate the danger of bacterial contamination as viell as
improve the conditions ot the bays watere
Vfuile no investigation has been made of the matter ~ it
'seems that duokm.nure might become a valuable by-product of
tha duck industry, which, if it did not yield a profit, might
at least pay for the costs of preventing the pollution of thebays. The excretions of birds are valuable as agricultural
fertilizers 0 Poultry maure is the richest of the animal
maures oommonly used, oontaining 1% nitrogen, 0.8% phosphorous
and 0.4% potassium. The sample of duck maure examined by us
contalned a1ost four times these proportions of nitrogen and
Phosphorous. For more than a hundred years, the natural
deposits of exorement from sea birds have been colleoted from
their nesting colonies off the Peruvian ooast and have been
shipped allover the world for use as fertilizers. The yield
of Peruvian gu.ano, as late as 1937, was 150,000 tons.. Allow..
ing 2 poundS per duok per seas on, 5,000 tons of' maure are
being produoed by the duck industry of Long Island each year.
While this expedient might be expected to improve con-
ditions in the bay as a whole and thus lead to a restoration
of market oyster productionii it would not restore the special
salinity conditions in Bellport Bay on which seed oyster pro-
duction supposedly dependS unless Moriches Inlet viere to be
permanently closed.' If this were done also 9 however, the
conditions in Great South Thiy might be expected to be restored
very nearly to those obtaining prior to 1930.
A third method. of improving 'the conditions in Great South
Bay would be to p.:event the exchange of water betvieen it and
Moriohes Bay. A proposal is now under consideration to build
a roadway across the narrows at Smith Point to give access to
Great South Beach. The construotion would consist of a filled
embankment with an opening sufficient to permit the exchange
of tidal ,waters and spanned by a drawbridge. At additional
expense 9 the opening might be filled completely except for a
lock for the passage of boats along the intercoastal watenvayo
Such a. construction would completely ,eliminate or place u.nder
control the movement of water between the bays&
.
,I,i' '
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Measurements have Sho\Y. that the exohange of water
between the two bays 1s substantial and there is no doubt
that the more highly 'polluted waters of Moriohes Bay reaoh
Bellport Bay and return only in part with the ebb tidee
There is reason to believe that at times of strong easterly
winds the movement ot water into Great South Bay is much
greater than that indicated by the measurements. We under-
stand that about ten times as many ducks are raised on the
tributaries of Horiohas Ba.y as on the Carms River. The
closure of the ohannel at Smith ,Point would eliminate any
effeots due to the farm in the Moriohes Bay region and
leave only the relatively few farms of Carmas River as a
source of pollutlona ,Quite possibly the pollution from this
river would not be sufficient to maintain the present un-
desirable conditions in Great South Bay.
Considering other oonditions which would follow the
closure of the narrows at Smith Point, it may be antioipated
that the range of tide in Bellport Bay might inorease by a
few tenths of a fdot. The important change would be in a
reduction of salinity in that region. It has been shown that
a substantial quantity offreah water now éscapas from
Bellport Bay into Moriches Bay as the result of the tidal
movement. This water Vlould be retained in the eastern end of.
Great south Bay and would reduoe the salinity. The conditions
probably would not return to those observed .by Whipple in
1907-08, since at that time the fresh water souroes of Moriches
Bay passed' sea\v.rd through Great South Bay. These sources are
relatively small however. Measurements of, the flow of Seatuck
Creek, Terrell River, and Forge River made in 1907 gave a
combined flow of only 1.14 million cubio feet per day as com-
pared with 4.8 million ,oubic feet per day for the Carmas
River (5) a The drainage area of Moriches Bay is ;2 square
miles, .compared with a oombined area of 93 square miles .for
the Carms, Swan and PatChogue Rivers 0 It might be, anti-
oipated from these data that the salinity in Bellport Bay
would drop from the present value of 22 '0/00 to about 16 or
18 0/00. in oontrast to a value of 14 0/00 obtained in 19070
On the assumption that low salinities favor seed oysters,
this would be a substantial improvement &
The olosure of the narrows at Smith Point would, also have
effects on l.fior1o.heà Bay.. The entire pollution from the Forge
River and otheT tributaries would aocunmlûte in Moriches Bay
in amounts ~ependlng on the size of Moriches Iniet41 The
olosure of the inlot would undoubtedly lead to objectionable.
oonditions and a de'l.erio.t"at:lon of reci-'eational values ~ since
the bay water wuuld become nearly fresh and would snpport a
heavy grov~h of algae. The stabilization of Moriohes Inlet
Jç\
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or the elimination of the present sources of' pOllution would
be an almost necessary correlary of the closure of the
narro\Vi. There would be some increase in tidal range,
depending in amount on the size of the inlet. If the inlet
viera stabilized at HiS present size, the average height of.
tide at high nateI' would probably not increase more than 2
or 3 inches. The tidal flow, for a given size inlet,
would decrease by perhaps 30 per cent it the flood waters
were no longer drawn off into Bellport Bay. .
Remedial m.easures are inescapably expensive. In
balancing their costs against the benefits, the value of the
oyster industry alone shoùld not be taken into consideration.
As, "outsidersrt from a region supported by itsvaoation
'business, we have been impressed with the potential values of
Great South Bay and Moriches Bay as recreational assets. We
have also been impressed by the rela tivelylìmi ted advantage
being taken of this resource.. The turbid condition of the
bay water does not add ,to its attraction for boating and
bathing. The reduction in pollution might do much to clean
up the water and to make the area more attractive to vaoationists.
It might thus bring a. return which vlOuld be greatly to the publicinterest.
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VI. ADDITIONAL INORMTION DESIRD
The oonc'luslons presented in the foregoing report should
be regarded as tentative in that several questions ha~e arisen
as the result of the survey which were not anticipated and on
which more information is desirable. In particular, the
results obtained focus attention on the axchange of ~vater
between Bellport and Moriches Bays and the attendant trans-
portof pollutants. The suspected presence of nitrogen in the
formot uric acid presents new problems in sea \'ldter ohemistry
which to our knowledge ,have not been studied previously and for
vniich suitable methods will need to be developed. If such
methods are perfected, they should yield compelling evidence on
the part the duck farms play in the pollution of the bays. .
The following additional studies are desirable:
1. The determination of the uric acid content of the water
of Great South Bay, Moriches Bay and their tributaries.
2~Additional.measuremente of tidal behavior including
height and, time of tide and current drifts in Moriches
and Bellports Bays.
30 Additional measurements of the eXChange between Moriches
and Bellport Bays with particular relation to the trans-
port of pOllutants and the effect of winds on such trans-
port"
40 Measurements to determine the amount of pollutants dis-
charged by the Carmas River 0
5. Studies of the rate ot breakdown of urio aoid by marinebaoteria.
6. Investigation of the growth of t~mailforms" in relation
to ooncentrations of nitrogen salts and phosphate, and
in particular, to uric acid.
7. study of the oxygen prodUction and consumption in bay
water containing srr~ll forms in relation to depth.
The New York State Conservation Department should oon-
tinùe its periodic deter:minati.cin of the concentrations of
total phosphorous and numbers of small form in the bay water
throughout the year4' Observat:tons :üiade in Bellport Bay in
addition to Sayville durinG the sprinG and early sumer would
throw lieht on the origin of the abnormal phosphorous oontent
of the water since it should increase first near the point of
origln.. Parallel deter:minationsof the inorganic phosphate in
the wdter would increase the interest of these datuG
..
())
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c. ,
While the information may have limited bearing on the
praotioal problem as it now appears, it would be desirable
to make some study of the exchanges between Great South Bay
and South Oyster Bay. ,Such information would ro~ndout
'knowledge of the present oonditions and might prove ot
value tor future referenoe.
The question of the salvaging of duck maure and its
use for fertilizer might ii1s1l be ,. referred to the New YorkState Department of ."i.griciilture for study. Consideration
of the implioations of a filled dyke and look at Smith Point
and the stabilization of Moriohes Inlet are matters for the
Suffolk County Highway Department to consider.
'f,
'-
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